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SECTION 1 - INTRODl.JCTION 
Nany descriptions of the Kaskaskia P.iver ar,d its basin hr1ve 
been published (1,2,3,4,5,6) in 't-Ihich the geology, norpho;;etry, ·and 
economics of the basin were considered. Because of these existing 
accounts and to stay within the scope of this profile, only physical 
and chemical features v<'hich directly determine or influence the 
biological cor.ununities ~·Jill be discussed. Very little attention will 
be given surface and subsurface geology even though such physical 
features determine Strearrt eradients Hhich in turn strOn[;ly influence 
the plant and animal communities. Economic interests ~ust be men-
tioned because of their direct influence on the river. 
The profile developed here consists of a brief, general reviev1 
of the events that have affected the river during the past century, a 
review of investigations that have concerned the river 1 s 't-Jater quality, 
~uatic habitats and their conmunities, an analysis of the present 
aquatic systems, and finally, a discussion of anticipated chanees that 
may accompany nevl uses of the lm.;er river. 
1. 2 Cll;\NGES IN THE K.\SKASKIA ll.t"S IN 
The first v1hite man settled in the I:.:tskaskia Basin in 1699 and 
during the following years sporadic movements of immigrants arrived, 
some only to stay a short period of time as the control of the re3ion 
changed from Frencl1 to British, and to the early American colonists (4). 
These frontiersnen used the IZaskaskia River for transportation from the 
Hississippi waterway tmvnrd the interior of Hhat is nO\·! Illinois. 
Kaskaskia village was forrrted at the mouth of the river as a center of 
trade and corm:nunication. The early settlers fished the river and the 
many floodplain pools, hunted the lowland vmods, farmed along a fe'tv of 
the major tributaries, but in general, die not atten<pt to farm the l':).ain 
floodplain of the Kaskaskia. 
The mouth of the r:askaskia must have renained an open entrance 
for boats during this time, for there are records of small steamboats 
moving up the river for trade and transportation. 0n April 18, 1881, 
during a period of exceptionally high water, the ~:ississippi River 
broke through a neck of land in the bend of the Mississippi 2 niles 
above the old town of Kaskaskia, and permitted the Hississippi to flmv 
into the lmver reaches of the Kaskaskia River (3) . Thus, the l-lississippi 
appropriated the lm·Ier 7 miles of the Kaskaskia r,i ver. 
This change may have caused the accumulation of sand and soft 
muds around the nouth of the stream, for in 1929, H. ;r. Luce (3), 
described the mouth of the Kaskaskia as being so filled ~-lith a delta 
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of soft mud that water coming out of the river uas distributed amon~ 
numerous wide shallm-1 channels Hhich were difficult, if not impossible 
of passage, even by rmv-boat. 
l3y 1880, after the Civil Har, there uere approximately 200,000 
people in the Kaskaskia Valley (4), and it was fron this tine or. that 
the economic interests of the settlers hnd an enormous inpact on the 
Kaskaskia basin, the river, and it's r.1ajor tributaries. The Illinois 
Farm Drainage Act of 1879 permitted formation of drainage districts 
~d enabled farmers to participate in the installation of drainage 
systems to serve large areas. Draina8e proceeded rapidly during the 
following decades in the upper reaches of the Kaskaskia River and alonr; 
several of the major tributaries, Shoal Creek, Silver Creek, and the 
Hest Okaw. Channel clearing and straightening, and ditching of poorly 
drained areas lov1ered the water tRble and hastened the runoff of Kater 
so that the flood peaks became higher and lm·l flous 1:-ecame louer. ~:any 
aquatic habitats, marsh areas and floodplain pools that were important 
breeding and feeding grounds for fishes and waterfowl, were eliminated. 
Stream habitats were destroyed lvhere areas were dredged and drastically 
modified elseHhere by char.ges in the water regi!'1e. Durin:; the late 
1920's and early 1930's projects being considered for improvin.:, the 
navigation of the Kaskaskia ¥7ere dropped vli th the conclusion th::>. t the 
nature of the streams is sud:. t1wt little if acy developn;.ent for navi-
gation is possible ( 4). Ti1e ;!ar Department, in its stateuent to con-
gress with the Rivers and Harbors Act of July 3, 1930, concluded that 
, the development of river navigation in the basin as an ndditional 
transportational facility lvas not lvarranted by the voluMe of agriculture 
and industrial products of the region and therefore, \-las not receivin3 
further consideration (1). In a comprehensive plan of development of 
the Kaskaskia basin (1), it is stated that ''transportation of a:;ricul-
tural and industrial products of the region has not so far required the 
added facilities of a watenvay and no serious consideration has therefon~ 
been given to any project to make the Kaskaskia !.Uver naviGable''. This 
same comprehensive plan (1), pointed out many possible reservoir sites, 
including a large upstrean imroundment at Shelbyville, but did not 
include the mainstream it1)'10undrnent at Carlyle. Soon, hmvever, many 
projects for the Kaskaskia ,.rere being planned and initiated. By 1965 
a dam at Carlyle was virtually complete. This dam impounded 26,000 
acres of water and was planned to protect nearly 55,000 acres of land 
(5). By 1971 the dam at Shelbyville lvas iuroundinz, 11,000 acres and 
was supposed to provide protection for approxinately 59,000 acres of 
land (5). 
Hark was beeun in June 1966 to prepare the I:aska.skia D.iver belmv 
Fayetteville for navigation. The project \?as virtually conpleted in 
1973 and resulted in shortening the Kaskaskia River bet>:een its r10uth 
and Fayetteville from 52 to 36 niles. rreanders Here elininated, nuch 
of the channel excavated, the banks piled 'vith spoil, and the flmv con-
trolled by a lock and dam near the r:1outh of the river. }1any drainage 
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projects and small impoundments are being ~lanned for several of the 
Kaskaskia River tributaries. Levying and channel clearing Hork is 
planned for the mainstream in the Vandalia area and between Carlyle 
and Fayetteville. 
These development projects outlined above have eliminated or 
drastically modified many aquatic habitats in the Kaskaskia Basin. 
Some of the influences have been ir..mediate, others have been subtle 
and chronic. \Jhatever the influence, their impact on the exist in:; 
aquatic habitats and aquatic communities must be appreciated in order 
to minimize the bad effects and optimize the potential for good. 
1. 3 THE Lm.JER RIVER 
The approximately 100 miles of river below Carlyle Dam Hill be 
considered in this report the LoHer Y.askaskia River (Fi:;. 1) • It is 
the subject area of this study profile. Even though the conditions 
and changes upstream affect the loHer river and even though many studies 
cited here will involve the entire basin (e.g., 6), the nain attention 
of this report will be directed at the river belmv Carlyle. 
The Kaskaskia belm-r the Carlyle Dar.1, in its present state of 
development, obviously can be divided into tivo approximately equal 
segments:· (A) The relatively unrwdified 50 niles of strear.1 from 
Carlyle Dam dm.rnstrear.1 to Fayetteville that consists of many r:eanders, 
awell-forested floodplain, riffles and deep pools, log jams, bank 
cover, and many floodplain pools that are 2.nnually connected Hith the 
river. (B) The drastically altered reach, fomally 52 niles from 
Fayetteville to the mouth of the stream, ~·rhere the channel has been 
prepared for barge traffic, the natural meanders elil",inated, shalloH 
areas deepened, vegetation renqved from the bank, and the stream flm.r 
controlled by lock and dan near the lm,,er limits. This extrer.ely 
oodified lower ser,ment could be further subdivi0ed on the basis of its 
degree of alteration, but such a division cannot be clearly nade on 
what is presently know"'tl of the aquatic habitats and aouatic conmunities. 
Although the main objective of this study profile is to evaluate 
the aquatic habitats and communities in the portion of the river that 
has been prepared for navigation, the upstream undisturbed segr.lent is 
being considered to provide baselines for an evaluation of the changes 
that have been induced in the lm·rer section. T1:e upper section, Hith 
its diversity in habitats and communities, ~·Jill represent the pre-
construction conditions in evaluating clH'nges that have occurred and in 
anticipatinr, changes that Hill accor1pany use of the chai'.r.elized river. 
Some of the dimei'.sior.s of the I:askasl:ia River in its lmver basin 
(Table 1), shmv that it is, in its lm.rer reaches, one of Illinois' 
largest intra-state strenms (7). The average stream v!idths given in 
Table 1 are of particular interest in thc:.t the specifications of the 
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navigation project call for an average Hidth of 225 ft. In St. Clair 
county, therefore, the stream had to be su~s tantic:lly ~-:idened to neet 
these specifications, v.rhereas dovmstream in Rc>.ndolph County the strear:1 
already exceeded the proposed ~..ridth. Strean gr2dient in the channelized 
area of St. Clair, I~onroe, and Randolph counties 'vas, durin£; the course 
of channel straightenine, substantially increased by re!:loval of large 
meanders, but the resulting steeper gradient looses its inportance 
entirely under the control of the lock and dam near the river 1 s r:10uth. 
The actual surface area of the river constitutes a substantial propor-
tion of the surface waters in each of the counties through which it 
passes in the lower basin (Table 1) • 
Table 1. Dimensions of the Kaskaskia River in counties of the lmver basin. 
County Length Avg. 'diclth Surface Area Gradient P.ef erence)·~ 
(miles) (feet) (acres) (ft/nile) 
Vnchannelized River 
Clinton 16 132 254 8 
(Hutual 25 132 398 0.20 9 
border) 
Hashing ton 
Channelized Piver 
St. Clair 25 165 451 0.18 11 
(Hutual 10 200 238 0.20 10 
border) 
Honroe 
Randolph 25 . 265 803 0.19 12 
* See Literature Cited. 
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SECTIOH 2 - REVIEH OF PAST AQUATIC STUDIES 
2.1 HATER QCALITY 
The Hater quality surveillance systen (Fi[;. 2) developed in the 
b~in has played an important role in locatin~ and eliminating sources 
of pollution during the past three decades. The U.S. Geological Survey 
(13), and the U.S. Anay Corps of Engineers (14) have measured water 
stages and discharge (13); the State of Illinois Public Health Depart-
ment, nm.,r called the Illinois Environmental Protection ;\gency, has 
operated an extensive \vater quality net\wd: (15). These compilations 
and other data have been analyzed for changes in quality or problems 
mwater degradation (16, 17, 18). Surveillance programs and many 
special analyses (e.g. 19, 20) described specifically the chemical 
elements of the aquatic habitats and their related aquatic communities. 
Records for the lm-1er Kaskaskia are of particular use in evaluating 
changes that have occurred Hith changes in uses of the river system. 
Luce (3) considered the Kaskaskia P.iver one of the cleaner streans 
of Illinois in 1929. Although he said there was little re.2.scn to believe 
that pollution had made any extensive inroads on the fish yield, he ~,;ent 
on to point out that durin~ certain periods and at certain places pollu-
tion exis.ted to the point of destroyin~ fish and forcinr; them to abandon 
affected regions. He described, as an example, tl1e septic conditions 
that e~dsted below Carlyle in July and August of 1930, in ~vhich untreated 
domestic se\vage and Haste from a strm·Jboard factory and a milk plant 
entered the river at Carlyle to cause an oxygen ueficiency dmmstream 
for a distance of 25 niles. Thousands of fish vJere killed. 
In 1937, of the 103 incorporated municipalities in the Kaskaskia 
B~in, only 19 had the advantages of a public sevrer system and of the 
19 only 7, or 23%, of these urban populations provided proper treatment 
of their \vaste CL•). A tabulation made in 1933 of pollution above and 
below 42 communities in the l:askaskia Basin (1) shm-red that r.any of 
these communities -w·ere discharging untreated uastes into the river. 
?fost of the cor.ununities along the l~c.:.skaskia :'.iver :1ave~ hm-rever, 
made great nrogress during the past tHo decades in the trentr:cent of their 
d()I;lestic Haste. For example, although blad~ sludge from C:onestic Haste 
referred to above \vas still beir.g flushed into the river at Carlyle 
during periods of heavy rainfall in the 1960's (personal observation) , 
this pollution hns been satisfactorily eliminated. Practically no raH 
savage nmv enters the river anyn.-1here along its course. ~rest of the 
sa-1age receives both primary and secondary treatnent. There is rela-
tively little industrial pollution, nlthough several instances of damage 
from industrial \·:aste (6) have occurred in the past feu years. The chief 
pollutants of the Kaskaskia River come from agricultural activities or 
from coal mining. 
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The enormous increase in the use of commercial fertilizers durin:3 
the past 15 years has produced a new threat to the i,Tater quality of the 
Kaskaskia River, especially in these areas of inter.sive zrain farming. 
Harmeson, Sollo, and Larson (21) estiMated that 38 per cent of the 
nitrates in the headuaters of the Kaskaskia River originated from soils 
and inorganic chemical fertilizers. In the intensely cultivated grain 
~ea of the upper basin they found increasinr concentrations of nitrates 
durinE the 5 years prior to 1966 but in the lower river (NeiJ Athens) 
there ivas no significant change. Other research indicates that a sub-
stantial proportion of the nitrates in central Illir.ois streams may be 
traced directly to cor.t1nercial nitrogen fertilizer (22). 
Although cotni:lercial fertilizers have incree_sed the load of nitrogen 
and phosporous carried by the surface waters of the basin, there have 
been no instances of detrimental effects caused to the aquatic community 
by the increased levels of these elements as they have been carried 
from agricultural lands. Hmvever, these same elements, especially 
nitrogen as anhydrous arnraonia or phosphorous as a phosphoric acid, 
present a major threat when they are accidently introduced into our 
surface ivaters in concentrated dosages. :'>Iany instances of nitrogen or 
phosphorous spills have occurred along the Kaskaskia River and caused 
utensive damage to the aquatic populations. Other sources of agri-
cultural ,pollution include drainage from dairy farms, especially in 
that portion of the basin near the St. Louis ~etropolitan area (4), or 
runoff from cattle and hos feed lots ~vhich are nur.1erous in the upper 
basin. The sudden flushing of animal ivastes from these operations 
drastically modify the stream chemistry and frequently cause fish kills 
and damage to other segr.J.ents of the aquatic community. 
Soil erosion is another source of pollution Hhich is directly 
influenced by agricultural activities. Erosion, aggrevated by soil 
~ltivation, not only adds sediments to the Kaskaskia River but also 
adds phosphates that are absorbed to the soil particles. Throughout 
most of the year the Kaskaskia River carries a heavy silt load ~·;hich is 
considered the most important form of pollution in the lm·:er river (8, 
9, 10, 11, 12). The suspended materials reduce lir;ht penetration and 
thereby limit the gro~vth of submerged aquatic plants. The settled 
particles blanket bottom naterials in quiet Haters and restrict the 
development of benthic comnunities. Silt in our streams has changed 
the distribution of several Illinois fishes (23). Erosion of the stream 
bottom and bank, increased by high Hater levels and velocities and by 
boat traffic, not only adds to the materials in suspension and b~ankets 
bottom organisms on settling but also scours out bottom :1abitats and 
banthic communities. The effects of erosion and sediments are expected 
to be greatly increased by commercial boat and barge traffic on the 
lower river and will be further related to the aquatic habitats and 
communities discussed later in this report. 
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In 1937, pollution from mine t.rastes was considered a serious problem 
(24). There were 38 active and 8 inactive shiPping mines and 64 load 
mnes, most of which produced acid water in considerable quantities, 
sufficient, v7hen it reached the streams, to become destructive to aquatic 
life. In more recent years, although coal minin~ has increased in the 
lower Kaskaskia River, the effects to control pollution from mining have 
~en greatly intensified. Various methods have been proposed (25) for 
reducing pollution; stabilization of spoil deposits, deep-well and land-
fill disposal of wastes, and '"aste treatment. 
Pollution of the lmver Kaskaskia River by oil field wastes oil and 
brine has been neglible (1). The most active oil fields are upstream of 
the Carlyle Dam and have no effect on the loHer river. Oil pollution 
from barges using the lmver river may be a serious source of pollution 
after the channel is opened for commercial traffic. 
2.2 AQUATIC HAniTATS 
River--Before the recent preparation of the river for barge traffic 
up to Fayetteville, the part of the Kaskaskia referred to in this report 
as the lower river consisted of approximately 108 miles of meandering 
stream belm·l the village of Carlyle. That section of the loHer river 
between ~arlyle and Net.;r Athens had an average tvidth of 175 feet and bank 
height of 17 feet (26). r,ecords up to 1954 shm,Ted a maximum discharge 
of 54,400 cfs entering this reach at Carlyle and a minir:mm discharge of 
22 cfs. Bottom materials consisted almost entirely of silt or sand or 
amxture of silt and sand with only an occasional area of snall gravel. 
Riffles were generally poorly developed. !·!any meanders, hm-1ever, 
created a wide diversity of habitats, includin8 frequent accumulations 
of loes and debris, many undercut banks, and an occasional deep pool. 
Different habitats accommodated many species of fishes and an abundance 
of suitable substrates supported the development of invertebrate com-
~nities and fish food supplies. 
Belm·7 New Athens and particularly 1:-elm! 'Zald\·rin, the river down-
stream to the w.outh averaged 275 feet in tvidth vrith banks 18 feet hiGh 
(26). II. maxir:.:um recorded volume of -vmter enterinz this reach at ~ieH 
Athens tvas 83,000 cfs and the nininum 61 cf s as recorded up to 19 54. 
The 3radient in this area averar,ed 1. 7 feet per nile (26). ::3elo-v7 ~JeH 
Athens the bottom materials t..rere still largely composed of silt and 
sand but tvi th nore frequent beds of small gravel. On dmms tream in the 
vicinity of Evansville, gravel and bedrock replaced part of the sand 
and silt and constituted nearly 80~~ of the bottom materials. The 7:'.<my 
meanders of the stream beloH Ne"VT Athens and in the vicinity of Baldtvin, 
created, as described in the preceding ~aragraph, diverse and desirable 
aquatic habitats. Belov Bald~·lin the lm-1er 20 r:dles of strean. habitats 
were less diversified, Hith more uniform depths, even distribution of 
bottom materials, and steady Hater flows. There were fet·:er log jams, 
undercut banks, or deep pools than upstrean in the meandering reaches. 
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Floodplain pools--!rnny temporary or permanent shallm·r pools e~ds ted 
1n the floodplain of the lmv-er Kaskaskia River. They were connected at 
eome time during most years by high 'vaters fron: the main river. Such 
~ols may be formed from (6): 1. Old river meanders that are cut off 
aa the stream changes course during geologic aginfj of the floodplain, 
2f Depressions in the floodplain scoured out during periods of high 
.ater, 3. Depressions in the floodplain isolated by natural or arti-
ficial terrace building, and 4. Temporary or forming stream meanders 
(6). 
In this area of the lower river where the stream gradient is lo"t>r, 
permitting the stream to meander back and forth across a widening flood-
plain, there are I:lany floodplain pools, and all of them play an impor-
tant role in the aquatic system of the river basin. The importance of 
these waters as breeding and feeding areas for fishes and resting areas 
for waterfmv-1 has been pointed out many tir.Les (6, 26). 
Floodplain pools as aquatic habitats in the Kaskaskia Basin are 
directly influenced by the amount of shade (overhead canopy), the 
development of surface mats of aqua.tic ve~etation, the amount of flushing 
by the river during periods of high \va ter, and the de~ree of pennanency, 
i.e., whether they dry up or exist with water throughout the yenr. T~;o 
of these i+J.fluences, the canopy and the rr-.e.t, directly inhibit penetra-
tion of light and indirectly the primary production of aquatic plants. 
The amount of flushing during periods of high w·ater not only influenced 
the development and existence of surface Bats and the deposition of 
silt but also the ingress or egress of aquatic organisms. The last 
factor lis ted above, \vhether or not they are pemanent or temporary 
bodies of \vater, influences the value of floodplain pools in the total 
dynamics of the aquatic system. Pools that dry up may leave their entire 
annual production to die and dry in the dessicatin6 basins. On the 
other hand, these temporary pools may be the most productive of fish 
foods and young fish because of the reduced, very limited competition 
from a pemanent fish population. Pemanent pools ger..erally have a 
great variety of species, represented by many year classes, whereas 
temporary pools have relatively few species, represented by a few adults 
and many young. Certainly most of the floodplain pools in the basin 
could be considered temporary if this category incluces even the 
smallest streamside puddles. The r;reat value of these floodplain pcols 
to the mainstream in the Kaskaskia River and the serious loss Hhen they 
are drained to nake the land suitable for other uses Hill be discussec 
bother sections of this report. 
Tributaries--Three of the nany tritutaries that enter the lower 
Kaskaskia Ri•1er drain one-third of t!ie er..tire Kask:JSkia Basin (26). 
Silver and Shoal CreeLs floH south ancl enter the river from the rir;ht 
at miles 42 and 75 respectively, and Crooked Creek enters from the left 
of about mile 89. Data for these streams and for seven other tributaries 
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of the lower basin (Table 2) delineate the network of strea.~s in the 
basin. Shoal Creek, by far the largest tributary to the I:askaskia Itiver, 
is considered one of the finest streams in the southern third of Illinois 
(27). Since almost all the stream banks are forested and agriculture in 
the floodplain has not been intensively developed, Shoal Creek is rela-
tively free of siltation. It receives relatively little industrial or 
domes tic pollution. Other references ( 8) seem to disagree \vi th this 
exact description by stating that "the intensive farming operations 
through the watershed account for the high turbidity and siltation of 
the stream bed". Hention is made of oil recovery operations, and seuage 
treatment discharges contribute some pollutants to the stream (8). 
Silver Creek is one of the most important tributaries in the basin, 
supporting a diverse fish population and providinr, recreation for people 
in the nearby cities of East St. Louis and 3elle'lille (11) . It receives 
considerable amounts of serious pollution, industrial and domestic, in 
its upper reaches. Crooked Creek enters the !:askaskia fron the east 
with a loH gradient (1. 2 feet/mile) and bottom naterials co:-1prised mostly 
of silt (8). Oil-field pollution affects the nidsection of the stream 
(28). 
The upper reaches of any of the tributaries have been drastically 
modified by channelization and channel clearin~ (29). In spite of this 
and in sp,ite of the drastic runoff of silt-laden water from agricultural 
lands, these tributaries have a great variety of habitats that support 
a great variety of fishes and other aquatic organisms. 
Table 2. Locations and drainage areas of major tributaries of the low·er 
Kaskaskia River (modified from ref. 26). 
Drainage Area Location of confluence Hith river 
Name of Stream (sq. mi.) Bank ?!ile County 
Nine Hile Creek 45.0 Left 5.7 Itanclolph 
Horse Creek 85.0 Ri5':ht 12.6 P..andolph 
Plum Creek 91.0 Left 14.3 !',andolph 
Richland Creek 227.0 Right 27.7 !·1onroe 
Silver Creek 493.0 Ri;:r.ht 42.0 St. Clair 
Nud Creek 133.0 Left '•3 .1 St. Clair 
Elkhorn Creek 89.0 Left 62.3 Hashing ton 
Sugar Creek 179.0 r.ight 73.1 Hashineton 
Shoal Creek 955.0 Ri~ht 75.2 Clinton 
Crooked Creek 472.0 Left 88.9 :rashin;;ton 
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Reservoirs--~!ar..y artificial ponds, lakes, and nair..stream reservoirs 
have been built in the loHer T(askaskia Basin (30). They were constructed 
to provide water for man and livestock, flood control, and recreation. 
They tend to stabilize stream floT-r and reduce siltation in the tribu-
taries, but otherwise play only an indirect part in the drainage system 
of the basin. The huge mainstream impoundment above Carlyle does, on 
the other hand, directly influence the entire loHer river, its channel, 
and its immediate floodplain. l3ecause of Carlyle Lake, Hater levels 
fluctuate somewhat less suddenly and the silt load is lowered for a fe~.,r 
miles belo~.,r the dam. Carlyle Lake adds fish-food supplies to the river 
below that are utilized by a large po'[)ulation of sport fishes. 
2.3 AQUATIC Cot-!HUNITIES 
Plankton--During the su~ner of 1929, Luce (J) took plankton samrles 
at each river station he visited. He reported that "plankton is of very 
slight importance as a source of fish food in the nain stream. Practi-
cally no plankton organisms "t-7ere found in the collections except in the 
one taken just above the mouth of the river, and even this collection 
contained only 11 species, none of ~v-hich ~vas very abundant''. A rather 
intensive study of both zooplankton and phytoplankton in the upper 
Kaskaskia River and adjacent floodplain pools ( 6, 31) appears to be the 
only pub~ished account of plankton in this drainage system. Although 
conducted in the upper part of the river in Houltrie County, the general 
results may be applicable to the lmver river. This study revealed that 
the river proper contained very little zooplankton but t:-wt the adjacent 
floodplain pools had a well-developed population composed both of crus-
taceans and rotifers. It appeared that the zooplankton population com-
position and abundance in the floodplain pools Here rer.;ulated by the 
amount of vegetative surface cover (1~eJnna, Holffic_) and by predation, 
the predation coming both from other plankters and from associated fish 
populations. This intensive study (6, 31) shmved that the phytoplankton 
follov:ed a successional development from river to open floodplain pool 
to r.1arsh pool. The total phytoplankton population increased fivefold 
from the Kaskaskia River to the open pool, but the species composition 
renained sinilar, predominantly diatoms, \d th eu;;,lenoids and green e.l:;ae 
common. Fron the open pool to the L'.arsh pool, the to tal phytoplankton 
decreased rapidly as surface mats developed and rooted vesetation tecame 
more abundant. The phytoplankton population became dominant by eugle-
noids able to survive under progressively rmre eutrophic conditions. A 
great abundance of microcrustacea is discharged from Lake Carlyle into 
the river especially at night and durins the sunmer (32). 
Periphyton--The periphyton has been rather ,.,ell studied in the urper 
Kaskaskia River but not in the loHer river. The invertebrate portion of 
the periphyton communities Here found to colonize lor.; substrates in the 
upper river, flm'iing the si3moic groHth curve. Irdti~l colonization t-tas 
rapid, follov;ed by t~-:o Heeks of slm1 groHth, a rapid increase durin[; the 
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next t>,ro vJeel:s, 2nd then leveling off at 1, 650 ng per square neter Jurinz 
the final ~veek (33, 34). Log substrates as sources of periphyton and 
fish food ~vere found to be especially inportant in areas of the river 
. with shifting sand bot tons that supported 2 very sparse benthic popula-
tion. 
In a tributary of the upper river an investigation ~vas conducted to 
determine the effects of ~;aste Hater treatment plant effluent on the 
assimilation of dissolved organic matter by the streams periphyton com-
munity (35). It ~vas found that the periphyton assimilated two to three 
times more dissolved organic matter at stations influenced l:y the effluent 
than at stations not influenced by the effluent. This study shm>ed that 
the attached community (the periphyton) ~vas very sensitive to changes in 
the aquatic environr:1ent. 
The accrual of periphyton on glass slides was followed in the upper 
river and several associated floodplain pools. Rate of accrual, com-
r.mnity composition, standing crop, production rate, efficiency of pro-
duction were all considered in this intensive investization and related 
to various physical, chemical, and biological parameters, such as -.;.:a ter 
depth, light penetration, current velocity and primary consuners (6, 31). 
The results of this very e::-:tensive study cannot be adequately summarized 
here. In general, it shmvs the inportance of the periphyton cor.ununities 
in both the river, especially in areas of shifting sand, and in flood-
plain pools. Primary production in the river itself, where phytoplankton 
is sparse, is carried out by the periphyton. 
Aquatic plants--Dr. Robert H. ~'ohlenbrock and other botanists at 
Southern Illinois Cniversity have studied and published extensively on 
the aquatic plants of southern Illinois, but no Hark in the Kaskaskia 
Basin has been conducted (personal communication). The author's general 
observations during the course of other aquatic v;ork provided a sumnary 
of common vascular plants in the habitats of the lmver river (Table J) . 
Submerged aquatic vegetation in the l~askaskia sys ten is liniteci to 
smaller head~mter streams (3), backwaters, and floodplain pools. Devel-
opnent of submerzed vegetation in the nain river is restricted by hi!;l! 
turbidity, that limits light penetration, and by drastically fluctuating 
water levels that either drmvn the plants or leave ther::. stranded on 
dcying mudflats. Even in the floodplain pools, subr.erged plants may be 
inhibited by the high turbidity. Emergent plants and those that inhabit 
gravel bars, mud flats, and moist shorelines forn the nost diverse com-
munities of aquatic plants. Hany species could be listed. These com-
munities change frequently because they are subjected to severe chanses 
in water depth, degree of exposure, currents, and other physical ele1ents. 
The assenblages of floating plants that forn surface mats on quiet 
waters (Lemna, Holffia, etc.) cannot maintain communities in novin::; Fater 
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llld so are restricted to backwaters and floodplain pools. Other plants 
with floating leaves but with roots in the substrate (eg. i~uphar) are 
restricted to slou-movins or ouiet Haters, at least in the Kaskaskia 
system. They provide substrates for fish-food orp;anis1~1, but may so 
completely cover the Hater surface as to inhibit production phytoplankton. 
Table 3. Some representative aquatic vascular plants in tributaries, 
pools, and the nain stream of the lm:er l:askaskia ~.iver. 
Tributaries 
Floodplain pools 
and bach1aters 
Hain River 
Submerged 
Elodea 
Potar.J.ogeton 
Ceratophyllun 
~!yriophyllum 
Pota.llogeton 
E"'ergentl 
Dianthera 
Sar;ittaria 
Sagittaria 
Hibiscus 
Alisr.;a 
Bidens 
Typha 
Hibiscus 
Sagittaria 
Typha 
floatin3 
Spirodella 
Ler:na 
~lolffi.::t 
~-ruphar 
Jussiaea 
1 Includes several se!T'.i-terrestrial srecies that grou .on strear.1 banks 
and bars that are often under '"ater. 
Benthos--An early survey (3) of the benthos of the river sug::;ested 
that bottom animals constitute the nost important source of fish food and 
promised that a full account of the benthos Hould be published later, but 
this account never appeared. Several studies the.t have been :c.ade in the 
upper Kaskaskia River that involved benthos (6, 32, 33, 36, 37) can not 
be directly related to the benthic communities that mizht be found in the 
lower Kaskaskia River. Except for a fe,., unusual habitats, such as the 
rock dam below Carlyle, very few benthic or~anisns have been found by the 
author during the course of his samplin;; of the loHer river. The sparsity 
of benthos is due largely to the predoMinance of shifting-sand and soft-
silt bottom materials that do not support a permanent benthic corrmmnity. 
The occurrence of an abundance of benthic orr;anisms in drift collections 
(32), to be discussed later, revealed special habitats supported benthic 
communities along the lm-Jer river. Such special habitats uould include 
stable mud banks, backwater areas, submerged substrates, such as logs, 
and an occasional area of gravel or small rubble. Since sand-silt bottoms 
contain fe"tv organisms and since the special h2bi.tats just mentioned are 
difficult to investigate, more has been learned about benthic co~unities 
by examining drift collections than fror.1 sanpling the actual bottom 
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materials. Organisms that have been found to comprise the sparse benthos 
generally include midge larvae (Chironomidae), mayfly nymphs (Ephemer-
optera of several genera), worms (Oligochaeta, ~1eMatoda), and an occa-
sional freshwater mussel. Drift collections shmv thnt caddisfly larvae 
(Trichoptera) should be added as an occasional component of the benthos. 
Five collections of mussels were made on the Kaskaskia River in 
1929, and t\vo of these collections, from Carlyle and Vennecy Station, 
made an interestin3 comparison -.;'lith later collections (3). Fourteen 
species of mussels were found at Carlyle and four species at Vennedy 
Station, making 16 species altogether from this part of the lm·7er river. 
The smaller number taken at Vennedy Station is not explained. 
Collections taken durins the 1960's included 17 species from this 
area (unpublished data), and 3 species from the Evansville area. The 
key to the freshwater mussels of Illinois ( 38) is useful in identifyin::; 
the mussels of the Kaskaskia River but includes relatively few records 
for this drainage. Statistics for 1922 (3), shmv that the mussel shells, 
pearls, and slugs coming from the Kaskaskia River during that year were 
valued at $2,880. It is doubtful that the cor.unercial value ever exceeded 
this amount; there appeared to be a decline in mussel fishin3 from that 
time on. A recent summary of fresh-.;·mter shell industry· (39) includes 
no account for the Kaskaskia Basin. 
Sedimentation and shifting sand may be factors liniting the !D.ussels 
in the Kaskaskia P.iver, but less directly involved tvoulcl te the paucity 
of plankton, as food for the nussels, supported by the .turbid streaJ'l.. 
Drift orc:;nnisrns--Stream drift is composed of those benthic or~an­
isms that, for some reason and at certain ti;~es (r.wstly at lm-:-li3ht 
intensities), leave the bottom materials or submerged substr:1te to float 
with the moving water nass of the river. As r'.entioned in the precedins 
paragra!'h, nuch can be learned al:out benthic or;:;anisns by studyin;; col-
lections of s treC1!'1 drift, especially in those areas such as the lm.:er 
Kaskaskia r;,iver where bottom materials seem to contain a paucity of 
organisms. Several studies of stream drift have been nade in the upper 
part of the Kaskaskia River (6, 36, 37, 32). Only one of these (32) hc:s 
collected information on drift in the lower river. Tl:is study revealed 
that soon after sunset (a period of norme?.lly peak drift) there Has a 
total of al'!'roximately 10 nilligrams of drift organisms per cubic Iiletcr 
of uater passing dmvn the strean near, and belm·:, Carlyle before the 
reservoir (early le Lal:e) ~;as formed. T~1is v:eir,h t of or::;c.nis7:1S uc.s C.is-
tributed mnon;; 1.1icrocrustacea, r::<::.yfly n:->r.phs, caddisfly larvae, di!'tera 
larvae and pupae, and a fe\·7 other aquatic insects. Ir.1poundnent of the 
river at Carlyle had a drastic influence on the conposition of the drift 
ir.tmediately beloH the da.'1l but did not drastically chc.nge coRposition of 
the drift 5 niles dm;nstrear.:. The conposition of the drift in the nain 
river is also influenced 'by flushin;:; of orsanisus fro::: flood::-lain pools 
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during periods of high Hater. ~!ost of the organisms found in drift col-
lections are choice fish food items, and because of their vulnerability, 
c~prise an important part of food of river fishes. 
Fishes--Early listing of the fishes of Illinois (40, 41, 42) indi-
cated that no collections had been taken from the Kaskaskia Basin before 
the turn of the century. Even the extensive collecting of Forbes, and 
Richardson in the early 1900's (2) included only a collection in the 
vicinity of Carlyle and none farther dounstream in the lm-Jer river. "A 
Survey of the Fisheries of the Kaskaskia River" (3) ~a!s the first 
published account of the fishes of the lower riv~r. This survey included 
not only the distribution of most of the species kno"m to occur there 
but also notes on their habitat requirenents and value to the fisheries. 
An account published in 1935 summarizes these earlier surveys of Illinois 
fishes and added some additional records (44). It gave relatively little 
new information on the Kaskaskia River. 
A considerable amount of ne\v information '-JaS gathered by biologists 
of the Illinois Department of Conservation in their surveys of county 
surface water resources (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). Although these surveys 
included very little collecting in the main river, they did improve the 
information on fish distribution in the loHer basin, especially in some 
of the major tributaries. A recent annotated list of the fishes of 
Illinois (45) brings up to date the names and knmvn distribution of fishes 
in the Kaskaskia f-.iver. In recent years several studies of special groups 
of fish have been published, such as investigation of four darters (46) 
and the madtoms (47). 
The published accounts ncntioned above, and the unpublished infor-
mation collected by the author durinf, the past tuo decades, indicate that 
78 species of fishes have been collected from the lolver i(askaskia basin. 
Of these species, the largemouth bass, uhite crappie, black crappie, 
ca~, and channel catfish can be considered the most important sport 
fishes. Other important species in the an3lers catch include bm.;fin, 
yellow and black bullheads, flathead cat, several species of sunfish, and 
the fresh"mter drum. Bank poles and trotlines baited Hith natural taits 
(worms, minnmvs, crayfish, liver, etc.) are cormnonly used. Fishing vi th 
artificial lures is !",ostly restricted to floodplain pools because of the 
high turbidity of the nain river. 
A report (26) published in 1954 gave snl:stantial amount of detailed 
information on the recreational value of the sport fishery; a value of 
$11,000 \vas established for the fishery bet~;reen Carlyle and ~-TevJ Athens. 
A later report ( 48) gave the number of anglers us in?; ti1e J:askaskia Basin 
in 1960 and projections of usage for 1980, 2000, and 2020. Although not 
shmving Hhat proportion of the fishinr Fc?.s in the lov..·er cas in, these 
figures indicated a trenendous increase in fishinr, pressures each period.. 
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The lower river has also had a significant value as a corumercial 
fishing area. Statistics for 1922 (49) gave a value of the fish, turtles 
and frogs from the Kaskaskia :aver as $3,720. This fi;:;ure included only 
the cotnrJ.ercial fishing in the lov1er river because the year before the 
Kaskaskia and its tributaries f.rom Carlyle to Caving ton :3ridge was rn.ade 
a fish preserve. Catfish and bullheads nade up one-third of the value 
of this catch from the lmver river in 1922. Buffalo, carp, and drum 
also Here important. In 1965, there were no full-ti::ne and only 14 part-
time cor..rnercial fishermen employed in the Kaskaskia Basin (48). In 1973, 
there were only nine or ten licensed commercial fishermen active in the 
lower basin. They fished irregularly, nainly during periods of best 
production, and did not depend on fishin~ for their livelihood. C'ne 
fisherman did not have another occupation but certainly Has not a full-
time ope rat or. 
Accumulated fishing statistics (such as SO, 51) gathered over the 
years shmv that regulations, creating fish preserves on the Kaskaskia 
River, have played an important role in deternining the fluctuatin::; 
commercial importance of fishin)3 in the lm·!er river. 
Hater Birds--~:any birds are directly associated uith the Hater 
areas of the lo-v;er Kaskaskia Basin. FeH are year-around residents; nost 
of the species are transients or seasonal residents, so that the bird 
communi ties change drastically with the seasons. S one species , such as 
the prothonotary l·mrbler, rough~;·Jing swallm-1, etc. prefer to feed and nest 
around aquatic habitats, but othervise cannot be considered uater birds. 
The shore birds, such as spotted sandpiper, greater yel1m·;le1;s, \-later-
thrush, Vlade and feed along the shoreline and are more directly associated 
with the river and standing Hater areas. Several species of herons, the 
great blue, green, night herons, nest next to or over the ,,·aters of the 
Kaskaskia and feed directly on aquatic organis:o1s. !. vast assenblage of 
ducks, coots, and rails that rn.ove through the Kaskaskia Valley in their 
migrations use the water areas for different lenr;ths of time in different 
se~ons of the year. Especially larze concentrations of ducks stop on 
the bacb:ater areas and floodplain pools of the lm·;er :casl:askia I'Ziver 
during their fall migrations. T:1ese 1..raterfmd concentrations 2-ttract 
many hunters as can be shmm by the clustering of cabins an<..! hunting 
clubs in the lm..rer basin. There are especially attractive ~·Tater fm·!l 
areas in Randolph County (12), St. Sinclair County (11), and ?ronroe 
County (10), and along the tributaries and so~e of t~1eir f.ncbmters (27). 
The narshes and streans of the lm1er portion of the l~nskaskia 
Basin form ideal shelters for uater cirds (1). ?[any of these valuable 
habitats have been damaged or entirely eliminated by dred2;inz; and chan-
nelization ( 4, 26) . 
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SECTION 3 - PRESENT AQUATIC HABITATS AND THEIR CONMUNITIES 
3.1 NATURAL CHM'NELS 
The channel of the Kaskaskia River from Carlyle to Fayetteville 
still remains in a fairly undisturbed state. Only minor work has been 
done in the actual river. This area is, of course, affected by modifi-
cations of the flow by the upstream impoundment at Carlyle and by agri-
c~tural practices in the floodplain. This reach to the river otherwise 
represents the only part of the lower Kaskaskia River that still has its 
natural stream gradient, its normal distribution of riffles and deep pools, 
iU frequent meanders, and a natural water regime that calls for flooding 
of adjacent floodplain at intervals during the year. As described in the 
previous section, these physical characteristics produce a diversified 
h~itat that supports a diversified aquatic community. All the species 
of fishes known to the lower Kaskaskia River can be found in the area 
beNeen Carlyle and Fayetteville, in contrast to a fish community with 
many missing species in the similar length of stream from Fayetteville 
to the river's mouth that has been modified. The natural channel not only 
provides habitat for the many kinds of fishes, it provides areas for their 
reproduction, for the production of food supplies, and for shelter during 
different seasons of the year. 
Construction of the proposed levees along the banks of this natural 
channel (26) lvould drastically change this valuable and interesting part 
of the Kaskaskia River. It is valuable not only to the people ¥Tho enjoy 
fishing, hunting, and the natural communities, but also as an area that 
~sorbs floodwaters to be temporarily stored and naturally released to 
augment later periods of low flow. 
3.2 MODIFIED CHANNEL 
Practically any channel modification reduces the diversity of the 
aquatic habitats and the value of these habitats for supporting aquatic 
coomunities (52). The Kaskaskia River below Fayetteville, while not in 
an entirely new channel, has been so modified that the aquatic habitats 
and their communities have been drastically changed. All of the members 
have been removed to prepare the course for barge traffic. All of the 
shallow areas have been deepened, and many of the banks have been dis-
turbed by dredging or by the deposition of spoil. No log jams or undercut 
banks remain to provide shelter for aquatic communities. Hany fishes and 
aquatic invertebrates that formerly inhabited these reaches nmv find them 
unacceptable. 
In spite of the loss of many aquatic forms, the modified channel 
could support a moderately productive aquatic community, providing there 
is stability of the bottom materials and banks and not an excessive rate 
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of sedimentation, conditions which will be discussed later in this pro-
file. Several species of minnows, suckers, young catfish, mayflies, 
~ midges would use the modified channel except for these disturbances 
mentioned above • 
3. 3 NEtv CHANNELS 
Much of the lower Kaskaskia River below Fayetteville has been 
moved into a newly dug channel. Such new channels, of course, are 
straight with uniform current and depth and ~vith no obstacles to the 
flow. The invasion of aquatic organisms is rapid and the population 
will gradually become established if suitable habitats are available. 
The actual production of the aquatic communities tends to increase as 
such newly created water areas accumulate organic materials to support 
the growing plants and animals. The source of the invading animals is 
mainly through downstream drift of stream invertebrates and the normal 
movements of fishes • 
The undesirable uniformity of a new channel means there are fewer 
different babitats and thus fewer kinds of organisms than might be 
~ected in a natural river. The absence of shelter (log jams, undercut 
b~s, deep pools) and the instability of both the bottom materials and 
the bank$ make these habitats and their communities especially vulnerable 
to changes such as accompany floods and droughts. High water velocities 
can easily displace aquatic organisms in such vulnerable situations and 
the lack of deep pools eliminates a refuge for the organisms during dry 
periods. 
Many investigations have shown that very fel-7 benthic organisms 
can tolerate shifting bottom materials and that usually sand bottoms are 
the areas of least production in any stream. In a new channel, l-rith its 
predominance of sand in the bottom materials, one can expect very little 
benthic populations, possibly composed of a few kinds of mayflies and 
annelid worms. Freshwater mussels may be present in low numbers. A few 
species of fish, occasionally present in large numbers, may use the new 
channels as temporary feeding areas. Several minnows (sand shiner, red 
shiner), suckers (young of several species, carpsuckers), and young channel 
catfish may be found in straight, open channels, often in large numbers • 
. 3.4 ARTIFICIAL CUTOFFS 
As the river channel was modified below Fayetteville, many natural 
meanders were left to the side of the straight channel. These cutoff 
reaches of the stream were separated from the river at the upper end but 
left open and connected to the river at the lower end. Thus was created 
a water area somewhat comparable to naturally formed backwaters and oxbows. 
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These artificial cutoffs, purposely left open at the lower end 
to permit movements of aquatic organisms in and out of the areas, are 
ordinarily highly productive. Although there is little information on 
the dynamics or management needs of these artificially created water 
areas, one can anticipate their use as feeding grounds for many fishes 
along the lower Kaskaskia River. Also, they would be the major source 
of both phytoplankton and zooplankton, and benthic organisms which may 
be scarce in the main channel. Gizzard shad, buffalo carp, and such 
d•irable sport fish as crappie and largemouth bass may be found to use 
these cutoff channels throughout much of the year and may well find them 
valuable refuges during periods of flooding. Large populations of several 
kinds of mayflies, midges, phantom midges, and sludge worms may be ex-
pected to develop in these areas. 
As information accumulates on these artificial cutoffs, management 
procedures should become obvious. It may become necessary to partially 
open the upper ends of the artificial cutoff in order to reduce stagna-
tion of the water and to eliminate sediments that accumulate at the lower 
ends of the channel. 
3.5 FLOODPLAIN POOLS 
.Although many floodplain pools have been eliminated by drainage 
and many others below Fayetteville eliminated by alteration of the river's 
course, valuable floodplain pools still exist along the river between 
Carlyle and Fayetteville. As discussed in a previous section of this 
profile, floodplain pools are extremely important aquatic areas unto 
themselves and play an important role in the dynamics of the main river 
and its tributaries (6, 23). 
Floodplain pools that have not been destroyed by dredging or 
channelization still contain the same aquatic communities as found 
earlier and described previously in this paper. 
3.6 TRIBUTARY STREAMS 
Streams draining into the lmver Kaskaskia River presently contain 
a great variety of fishes and may in some areas be more healthy aquatic 
habitat than a fet>' years earlier before an effective program of pollution 
abatement was initiated. The streams that join the Kaskaskia in the 
channelized area belotv Fayetteville may have their lower reaches changed 
by inundation with backtvaters from the channel and by deposition of sedi-
ments as a result of these backtvaters. If operation of the lock at the 
mouth of the main river inhibits the upstream movenents of Hississippi 
River fishes, a change in some species may be noted even in the tribu-
taries. t.Jith the modification of the main river and the destruction of 
most of its natural habitat, the tributaries may assume a new importance 
as areas of fish production and refuge in the lower basin. 
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3. 7 ntPOUNDMENTS 
Farm ponds, village water supply reservoirs, and other small 
artificial impoundments are scattered throughout the lower Kaskaskia 
Basin. These impoundments tend to stabilize stream discharge, and in 
many instances contribute fishes such as largemouth bass and bluegills 
to the tributaries and main river. The only artificial impoundment with 
a major impact on the lower river is Carlyle Lake, the 26,000-acre 
impoundment through which flows most of the water of the lower Kaskaskia 
River. This huge reservoir cannot be considered an aquatic habitat of 
the lower river since it is above limits of this review, but it does 
indeed have a strong influence on the downstream portion of the river. 
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SECTION 4 - ANTICIPATED CHANGES 
4.1 FAVORABLE CHANGES 
Stabilization of water levels below Fayetteville, where the river 
waters are influenced by the lock and darn near the mouth. Although many 
stream organisms benefit from fluctuations in water level, maintaining 
a minimum level in the channelized area will eliminate some of the 
stresses created by extremely low flo~vs caused by extended drought. 
Additional cutoff lakes created from old meanders as the river was 
straightened. These water areas will be valuable feeding and breeding 
grounds for many fishes. 
4.2 UNFAVORABLE CHANGES 
Reduction in stream length. Sixteen miles of the river were 
eliminated when the channel downstream from Fayetteville was reduced for 
52 to 36 miles in length. 
Reduction in stream habitats. ~fany major habitats (deep pools, 
gravel bars, etc.) were entirely eliminated by channelization. ~fany 
more less obvious microhabitats were destroyed, leaving an unknown number 
of aquatic organisms without their specific ecological requirements for 
shelter, feeding, and breeding. 
Reduction in primary production. Although nowhere in the main 
channel of the Kaskaskia River does there exist a large phytoplankton 
community, attached algal communities (periphyton) are, on the other 
hand, very productive, and contribute to the food base of all the aquatic 
animals. Elimination of suitable substrates (logs, etc.) and the reduc-
tion in light penetration caused by higher levels of inorganic materials 
kept in suspension by barge turbulence may greatly reduce primary pro-
duction in the main channel. 
Increased sedimentation of main channel. The upper part of the 
channelized river below Fayetteville can be expected to receive and 
accumulate more sediments than before channelization. As the sediment-
bearing river water enters this canal and the water velocity decreases, 
some of the suspended silts and clays will be dropped. This deposit 
of sediments may drastically reduce benthic production. 
Instability of bottom materials. Not only will bottom materials 
be altered by erosion and sedimentation, they will be disturbed by pro-
peller wake and pressure waves of the passing barges. Fine silts may 
be brought back with suspension and increase \vater turbidity. 
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Filling of cutoff lakes and floodplain pools. Stabilization of 
~mter levels by the lock and dam •vill reduce the flushing of some of the 
natural floodplain pools and artificial cutoffs along the channelized 
river. Increased sedimentation and stagnation will result, drastically 
reducing production of these waters and eventually lead to their filling 
•nth accumulated silts. 
Sedimentation of tributarv nouths. Water velocities will be 
reduced in the lower reaches of some of the tributaries because of water 
levels maintained in the barge canal. The reduced currents will cause 
sediments to be deposited and accumulate in the mouths of these streams. 
Fish movements blocked by lock and dam. Although it is known 
that some river fishes move through locks with the passing of boats, the 
movements of other species may be inhibited, and at certain water levels 
or seasons of the year a lock and dam may be a serious barrier. Since 
a substantial portion of the commercial harvest of fish from the lower 
Kaskaskia Basin are of fish that have teMporarily moved up from the 
Mississippi River, these movements may be reduced. 
Acceleration of bank erosion. Dtsturbance of the river banks 
during channelization, lack of vegetative cover, and extreme washing by 
waves fr~m the commercial barges, all contribute to bank erosion. Erosion 
will be a continuously serious problem both because of bank destruction 
and because materials sluffed from the banks will fill the canal. 
New sources of oollution. Barge oils, mine waters, coal spoils, 
new industries, and new communities are among the many threats of pollu-
tion that will exist •vith the commercial use of the lower river. 
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